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Cities and Economic Growth

Yesterday's depressing economic growth figures, Tuesday's announcement by Greg Clark on city mayors and Monday's City Outlook from Centre for
Cities have got me thinking again about urban economic policy and the role of cities in UK economic growth. 

For some time now it has seemed to me that there is a fundamental, but unresolved, tension concerning the economic objectives for UK cities. On the
one hand, government wants to maximise their economic potential. On the other government wants rebalancing both in terms of a shift away from
financial services and geographically (from south to north). Of course, some will argue that these policy objectives are not in conflict. Most urban
economists would disagree. If we do need to choose (at least in the sense of prioritising one over the other) what should we do? Overall, at least for the
UK, I think the evidence points towards prioritising growth in our more successful cities even if this leads to more uneven spatial development. Let me
explain why. 

Disparities across local areas in Britain are pronounced and very persistent but much of these disparities are driven by ‘people’ rather than ‘place’ 

Let's start with the underlying drivers of spatial disparities. In recent SERC research we assess the extent of and persistence in wage disparities across
labour market areas in Britain. We examine to what extent these area differences arise because of differences in the characteristics of people who live in
different places – ‘sorting’ – versus different outcomes for the same types of people living in different places – ‘area effects’. We also consider the extent
to which these differences across areas contribute to overall individual wage disparities. Our research finds that between 1998 and 2008 there were few
changes in area disparities, despite many policy interventions. It also turns out that who you are is much more important than where you live in
determining earnings (and other outcomes). Area effects only play a small role in the overall wage dispersion. 

Earnings disparities are uninformative about differences in people’s overall wellbeing unless we take account of differences in the cost of living and the
availability of amenities 

Such disparities between different cities and different labour markets concern policymakers because they seem to imply differences in standards of living
and economic welfare. In fact, however, this is not the case. Our research shows that across Britain increased living costs (particularly of housing) tend
to offset completely increased wages for the average household. In terms of real earnings (conditional on skill) it doesn't make that much difference
where you live in Britain. 

In short, looking at area differences greatly exaggerates the importance of place in determining individual wellbeing. Of course, the evidence says that
place does play some role in determining wages so there is a question about whether or not we should try to address these area effects. If, say, Hull's
economy is doing relatively badly because of the combination of lower skilled workers and bad area effects, shouldn't we try to address both? 

It is very hard for policy to change area effects

Unfortunately, evaluation of specific policies suggests that it is very hard to change area effects. Details on that will have to wait for another day, but for
the purposes of this post let me simply point to the fact that our research suggests that a decade of fairly significant intervention left underlying area
effects essentially unchanged. It's asking a lot for the current government to achieve any bigger impact with much less money. 

It is very easy for policy to drive up the cost of living 

In contrast to the difficulties in reducing area effects it is very easy for government to do things that drive up the cost of living in our more successful
places. The most obvious way in which we do this is through constraints imposed by the land use planning system (SERC's Max Nathan explains the
evidence here) but transport and other policies all play a part. If you can't do much to tackle underlying area effects, then an alternative is to allow people
to move to areas where they will do better. Of course, you might think that this is a second best option. But the evidence suggests that it is likely to be the
first best feasible option. 

The need to focus spending 

But what should government do in terms of the limited amount of expenditure that it is able/willing to make? Given the difficulties in addressing area
effects, as discussed above, there's a strong case for trying to build on success. Of course, success can be relative so this might call for focusing
investment in, say, Birmingham, Leeds, London and Manchester. Again this is a matter of prioritising, rather than a call for all expenditure to go to a
select set of places. 

More uneven spatial development: good economics, bad politics?

Investing in more successful cities to either enhance the economy or reduce cost of living clearly exacerbates uneven spatial development. But I have
tried to argue that this may make for good economic policy in a world where who you are matters more than where you are and the government can't do
much to offset the market forces that make some places perform worse than others. Of course, adopting such a course, and prioritising growth over
rebalancing makes for very difficult politics for constituency based politicians. 
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Posted by Prof Henry G. Overman on Thursday, January 26, 2012 

If you are interested in hearing more on these issues, I'll be considering them and some concrete policy issues in my LSE London seminar. The seminar
takes place this Monday at LSE on 'What should urban economic policy do? Lessons for London'. Details on time and location available here.
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There must be some useful analysis to be done comparing the rate of economic rebound of US rust belt cities and British rust belt cities. I argue that urban
growth constraints and restrictive planning make Britain's rust belt cities "Detroit with unaffordable housing" and anti-competitive barriers to employment-
creating business opportunity.  

While Detroit and other US rust belt cities have high unemployment right now. I suggest their rate of employment growth is faster than Britain's rust belt cities
in spite of machine politics and notorious trade union militancy. 

Phil Hayward 
New Zealand

10 February 2012 at 07:42
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